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THE PIED PIPER AND THE CARS
music theater – ballet for children
based on self-titled story by Gianni Rodari

composer: Peter Kerkelov
libretto: Dragomir Yossifov

Dramatic characters:
The Pied Piper – soprano
The Mayor – bass
The Pedestrians – mixed choir (min. 16 singers or more)
The Drivers – mixed choir (min. 16 singers or more)
Children – children choir (min. 10 singers or more)
Ballet
Instrumentation:
3222 – 2231 – 2 perc. players – harp, piano – no strings –
electronics (quadrophonic)

Duration: ca. 67 min.
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Story Summary:
At the big town square. Birds singing, tree leafs trembling under the wind, water splashes
from the river are heard - nature is in its rhythm. As if out of nowhere, a car cuts through the
tranquility. Then another one and another one… Soon the cars become so many, that they start
hitting one into another, crashing their headlights, smashing their bumpers… On this background,
the children games and laughter slowly disappear away until one lonely tree is left and it
helplessly succumbs to the machine’s aggression.
Threading themselves through the motionless cars, the Pedestrians are hurting and from
pain sing: “Ouch, this is unbearable! Someone must take care of this! Why the Mayor hasn’t came
up with a solution!? Ooouuuch!!!”
Wrapped in concern the Mayor complains in his office about how powerless he feels and
about his inability to find a solution for the paralyzed streets. The heavy burden to be “father of
the town” and his exhaustion lead him to slowly lose his mind. He gets lost in his delusions, that
he is an important diplomat and that his head smokes. Being not able to distinguish reality from
imagination, the Mayor sees how the office printer, paper sheets and duct-tape come to life and
try to wrap him around in their strong embrace.
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Finally, a knock on the office door brings the Mayor back to the real world. At the doorstep
stands the Pied Piper, who explains that he knows a way to free the streets from all the cars, but
he will help only if one condition is met: the Mayor should promise that the big town square
would be given to the children, so they could play there forever.

While describing his wishes, the words of the Pied Piper become so real, as if they
magically come to life right in front of the Mayor’s eyes. In an instant, before him arises a picture,
in which the city center is full with groups of children, who play games, sing songs and practice
tongue-twisters. The children’s festival grows so large until the Pied Piper’s fantasies pop up like
a giant soup bubble.
Back in the office, the Mayor gives a promise that he will fulfill the wishes of the magic
boy, if the cars are gone.
FIRST FINALE:
The Pied Piper sings a magic song. The beauty of its melody enchants the whole city and
its citizens. Even the cars start to bend and without their drivers plop by themselves into the
river. Seeing what has happened with their precious vehicles, the Drivers express their sorrow
with a pray-song to “Saint Automobile”. Gradually, their prayer becomes a voiced anger towards
the Pied Piper, who they want to catch and hold accountable for. In the very last moment, the
Pied Piper is able to save himself with the help of his magic pipe and disappears.
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Time suddenly stops and goes back to the moment in the office, in which the Mayor
promises to fulfill the Pied Piper’s wishes.

SECOND FINALE:
Under the spell of the Pied Piper’s beautiful music, the cars bathe themselves into the
river with an elegant dance. The Mayor sees the sunken cars and cries over the loss of his own
sinking car. He turns frustrated to the Pied Piper and commands him to bring everything back to
the way it used to be. The Drivers rigorously support the Mayor and say that the children should
forget about ever playing games.
The Pied Piper is deeply hurt by their reaction. He tells with a fragile song that this is a lie
to their own children and that the only thing left for him to do is to cry, while looking at their
benzene eyes and tin faces.
The Drivers pay no attention to the Piper’s cry and mockingly sing their “engine song”.
The Pedestrians do not remain silent and take the side of the children and the Piper. An argument
starts between the Pedestrians and the Drivers and grows into a fiery word fight.
The commotion is interrupted by the Mayor, who once again orders the cars to be
brought out of the river and back to the way they were. The Piper succumbs.

Time suddenly stops and goes back to the moment in the office, in which the Mayor
promises to fulfill the Pied Piper’s wishes.

THIRD FINALE:
The magic pipe’s sound makes all the cars to evaporate like a thin smoke. The amazed
Mayor hears their engines in the distance. Now the cars are driving on underground streets,
which the Piper has built with his music. The Pied Piper and the Mayor sing a joyful song, which
is picked up by the children, the Drivers and the Pedestrians.
The action moves to the main city square, where the Mayor gives a gawky speech, with
which he reveals a new-erected monument in honor of the Pied Piper. However, when everyone
looks for him it seems he is nowhere to be found. The call of the citizens echoes far and farer into
the distance and remains never answered.
So, dear children, which ending did you choose?
And you, dear parents!?
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